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Hello!

Perhaps you’re generating traffic to your website through 

carefully crafted ads. Or maybe you’ve put your SEO hours in  

and have turned your website into a visitor magnet. 

Whichever way you’re driving traffic, the work doesn’t stop there.  

A good eCommerce site doesn’t just attract visitors; it converts them  

into paying customers.

In today’s crowded digital landscape, competition is fierce and keeping  

a new visitor’s attention is becoming increasingly vital.

So, how can you reduce the bounce rate and friction in order to convert 

those new visitors? Research shows that by the end of 2020 customer 

experience will overtake price and product as the key brand differentiator.

The best brands use personalization to create seamless, tailored 

experiences that result in more revenue and happy customers.  

Win win. 

Read on for 21 best-in-class personalization and optimization  

examples from real brands who’ve honed their customer  

experiences for maximum conversions. 

CONSIDERATION

Famous Outfits

Country Attire

Victorian Plumbing

Surfdome

Killstar

Hoseasons

Vision Direct

Feel Good Contacts

Timeout

DECISION

Viovet

Space NK

Nars

Glasses Direct

Base London

Molton Brown

Amazon

TRANSACTION

True Vintage

Maplin

Pavers

Circle Fashion

Rip Curl

CONT ENT S

https://www.walkerinfo.com/knowledge-center/featured-research-reports/customers-2020-a-progress-report
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Welcome message tailored to visitor’s 
referring traffic source 

Customer goal: Find the best solution

 

Conversion: Move to product page 

Touchpoint: Homepage

Why it works: Just because you don’t have any 

behavioral data to go by, doesn’t mean you can’t 

give your new website visitors a personalized 

greeting. Famous Outfits start the customer journey 

off with a welcome pop-up tailored to the visitor’s 

referring traffic source.

Famous Outfits

CONSIDERATION

HO M EPA GE

POPUP
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Geotargeting

Customer goal: Find the best solution

 

Conversion: Move to product page 

Touchpoint: Homepage

Why it works: By using the homepage banner to 

show delivery details tailored to the visitor’s country 

and local currency, Country Attire ensures only the 

most relevant information is displayed. 

Country Attire

CONSIDERATION

UK

US
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Product recommendations - 
trending products 

Customer goal: Find the best solution

 

Conversion: Move to product page 

Touchpoint: Homepage and category pages

Why it works: Victorian Plumbing combines 

high-converting social proof and product 

recommendation tactics to inspire website visitors  

to check out their popular items. Including  

best-sellers on the homepage and category pages 

can be particularly effective for eCommerce, as 

without the ability to touch and see products in the 

flesh, new customers are more likely to be swayed 

by other shoppers’ opinions. 

TR
EN

DIN
GVictorian Plumbing

CONSIDERATION
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Product recommendations - 
new arrivals 

Customer goal: Find the best solution

 

Conversion: Move to product page 

Touchpoint: Homepage and category pages

Why it works: By giving top billing to their new 

arrivals on the homepage banner, Surfdome builds 

excitement around the shopping experience and 

plays to our built-in expectation that something 

new must be better than what came before. 

Recommending new arrivals is especially effective 

in sectors driven by fast-moving trends, such as 

fashion and beauty. 

Surfdome

CONSIDERATION
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Product recommendations based on
real-time activity 

Customer goal: Find the best solution

 

Conversion: Move to product page 

Touchpoint: Homepage and category pages

Why it works: Killstar knows that one-size-fits-all 

eCommerce stores are a thing of the past. Their  

real-time homepage banners change once a 

shopper has browsed a handful of products, 

recommending products for males or females 

depending on what the shopper has browsed.  

This allows Killstar to keep new shoppers engaged 

by showing them products that are most likely to 

spark their interest, despite not having any historical 

purchase data.

Killstar

CONSIDERATION

W OM EN  S

M EN  S
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Countdown timer 

Customer goal: Find the best solution

 

Conversion: Move to product page 

Touchpoint: Homepage

Why it works: Countdown timers are a great way to 

build excitement and create urgency. Hoseasons 

use theirs to highlight their Spring flash sale and 

encourage bookings before the timer reaches zero.

Hoseasons

CONSIDERATION
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Social proof - store rating

Customer goal: Find the best solution

 

Conversion: Move to product page

Touchpoint: Homepage

Why it works: Research shows that more than one 

in three consumers won’t purchase if an online store 

doesn’t show product ratings and reviews. Vision 

Direct builds trust with new shoppers immediately 

and reduces the risk of high bounce rate by 

displaying their store rating on the homepage 

alongside customer reviews.  

Vision Direct

CONSIDERATION

https://www.freshrelevance.com/four-pillars-of-customer-loyalty
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Data capture popover

Customer goal: Find the best solution

 

Conversion: Email sign-ups

Touchpoint: Homepage

Why it works: Feel Good Contacts uses targeted 

data capture popovers to deliver different messages 

to different customers. New customers are 

presented with a popover offering 10% off their first 

purchase, while students are informed about the 

company’s student discount. By showing website 

visitors the most relevant deals, Feel Good Contacts 

encourages more email sign-ups. The popover  

also comes in two versions - a small banner that 

expands on click and an exit-intent banner across 

the whole page. 

Feel Good  
Contacts

CONSIDERATION
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Feel Good Contacts’ targeted  

popovers generated more than 10,000 

additional registrations in the first month 

alone, representing an astounding 

333% increase in sign-ups  
month-over-month.

find out more

https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/case-study/10000-new-subscribers-in-the-first-month-feel-good-contacts-has-an-eye-for-data-capture
https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/case-study/10000-new-subscribers-in-the-first-month-feel-good-contacts-has-an-eye-for-data-capture
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Product recommendations - frequently browsed

Customer goal: Get inspiration & find and select products easily 

 

Conversion: Add products to cart

Touchpoint: Email

Why it works: Timeout uses an email newsletter to remind 

customers about products and experiences that they are 

already interested in based on their previous browsing behavior. 

Research indicates that out of 100 visitors to your site, 39 

customers look at products or services but only 4 buy any,  

so this is an effective way to engage busy shoppers who 

might have been distracted before purchasing their frequently 

browsed items. It also harnesses the power of familiarity - 

shoppers tend to prefer products they have seen multiple 

times. This type of product recommendation works well for 

newsletters where it’s appropriate to show a mix of different 

product types.

Timeout

DECISION

https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/cart-and-browse-abandonment-recovery
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Browse abandonment 

Customer goal: Get inspiration & find and select 

products easily

 

Conversion: Add products to cart

Touchpoint: Email

Why it works: Viovet sends education-led browse 

abandonment emails to visitors within one hour 

of them leaving the website, helping to recover 

shoppers who are interested in buying. By including 

expert information and advice relating to the specific 

page the visitor had been viewing, along with 

the relevant associated products, Viovet delivers 

genuine value.  

Viovet

DECISION
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The open rates for Viovet’s specialist 

triggered emails are impressive.

 

Prescription medications emails are 

achieving a 48% open rate compared 

to a 32% open rate for their more general 

browse abandonment emails. 

find out more

https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/case-study/viovets-education-led-emails-boost-veterinary-supply-sales
https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/case-study/viovets-education-led-emails-boost-veterinary-supply-sales
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Product recommendations - similar 
products 

Customer goal: Get inspiration & find and select 

products easily

 

Conversion: Add products to cart

Touchpoint: Product pages

Why it works: Space NK enables shoppers to see 

a range of alternative products similar to the one 

they are browsing, allowing them to find the one that 

best suits their needs. For retailers who frequently 

add new or one-off products to their inventory, this 

tactic works well since you can immediately include 

recently added items to your recommendation 

strategy without manual tagging or customer 

behavioral data. 

Space NK

DECISION
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Social proof - user generated content 
(UGC) 

Customer goal: Get inspiration & find and select 

products easily

 

Conversion: Add products to cart

Touchpoint: Product pages

Why it works: Nars makes their customers their 

best marketing assets by showing UGC from their 

‘Narsissist’ community on their product pages. Upon 

hovering over each image, visitors also have the 

option to shop the look. UGC is an effective way to 

help customers imagine how the products will fit into 

their life by showing inspiring images of real people 

using them. 

Nars

DECISION
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Social proof - ratings and popularity 
messaging 

Customer goal: Get inspiration & find and select 

products easily

 

Conversion: Add products to cart

Touchpoint: Product pages

Why it works: Research states that one in two 

consumers will extensively research and compare 

options before making a purchase and over half 

of consumers look for star ratings when making a 

purchase. Glasses Direct eases purchase anxiety by 

showcasing customer satisfaction with real-time star 

ratings on their product pages, giving customers the 

confidence to complete their order.

The brand also harnesses the power of FOMO with 

their popularity messaging, helping speed up the 

purchase decision.

Glasses Direct

DECISION

https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/landing-page/the-retail-social-proof-barometer
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Product recommendations - after viewing 
this, people buy 

Customer goal: Get inspiration & find and select 

products easily

 

Conversion: Add products to cart

Touchpoint: Product pages

Why it works: Base London takes advantage of the 

fact that people who share a preference for one 

product are likely to agree on other products too. 

By recommending popular items customers might 

not have thought about when they made their initial 

search, Base London are able to display products 

that are most likely to lead to a conversion and 

showcase a wider range of their product inventory.

Base London

DECISION
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Product recommendations -  
related products 

Customer goal: Get inspiration & find and select 

products easily

 

Conversion: Increase shopping cart value

Touchpoint: Product pages

Why it works: Molton Brown displays items that 

‘work well with’ the product the shopper is currently 

browsing, inspiring them to add complimentary 

items to their shopping cart. This is great for cross-

sell and up-sell where the merchandiser needs full 

control over what products appear together. 

Molton Brown

DECISION

CROSS SELL  

AND UP SELL
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Product recommendations - frequently 
bought with this 

Customer goal: Get inspiration & find and select 

products easily

 

Conversion: Increase shopping cart value

Touchpoint: Product pages

Why it works: Our CRO lookbook wouldn’t be 

complete without Amazon. The multinational 

eCommerce giant is known for using the ‘frequently 

bought with this’ product recommendation tactic 

very effectively to increase cart value. 

Amazon

DECISION
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Promote multiple payment options 

Customer goal: Complete transaction with ease

 

Conversion: Purchase

Touchpoint: Product pages

Why it works: Research shows that businesses  

who accept payment types beyond credit cards  

can see significant increases in online sales. True 

Vintage makes sure their customers know they have 

plenty of payment options, making the purchase 

decision that bit easier by delivering more value 

and convenience.

True Vintage

TRANSACTION

https://blog.rainpos.com/offering-customers-multiple-payment-options-will-increase-revenue/
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Promote free delivery threshold 

Customer goal: Complete transaction with ease

 

Conversion: Increase shopping cart value

Touchpoint: Shopping cart page

Why it works: Maplin uses product 

recommendations based on cart thresholds to 

promote free delivery if the shopper spends over 

£20. This could be the final nudge a customer 

needs to add an extra item to their shopping cart.

Maplin

TRANSACTION
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Maplin have seen a  
sales uplift of 11.2%  
from personalized  
product recommendations  
on their website

find out more

https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/case-study/maplin-supercharges-website-and-email-engagement-with-personalized-content
https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/case-study/maplin-supercharges-website-and-email-engagement-with-personalized-content
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Countdown timer

Customer goal: Complete transaction with ease

 

Conversion: Purchase 

Touchpoint: Shopping cart page

Why it works: In the same way Hoseasons built 

urgency around their flash sale, Pavers use their 

countdown timer to alert shoppers to their express 

delivery, helping to speed up the purchase  

decision process.

Pavers

TRANSACTION
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Exit intent pop-up

Customer goal: Complete transaction with ease

 

Conversion: Purchase 

Touchpoint: Shopping cart page

Why it works: A discount code could be all it  

takes to convince a shopper who’s getting cold 

feet to complete their purchase. Circle Fashion 

fosters a sense of urgency by adding an expiration 

date, encouraging shoppers to complete their 

purchase now. 

Circle Fashion

TRANSACTION

BEFORE 

YOU  GO
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Cart abandonment 

Customer goal: Complete transaction with ease

 

Conversion: Purchase 

Touchpoint: Email 

Why it works: Cart abandonment is a key contributor 

to revenue loss for eCommerce businesses. 

Shopping cart abandonment emails can help turn 

this lost revenue into sales. Rip Curl sends timely, 

personalized cart abandonment emails to entice 

shoppers back to their site.

Rip Curl

TRANSACTION

 BUY NOW
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Rip Curl have seen a  

sales uplift of 10.3% 
from abandonment emails

find out more

https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/case-study/rip-curl-sales-swell-by-more-than-10-with-ecommerce-personalization
https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/case-study/rip-curl-sales-swell-by-more-than-10-with-ecommerce-personalization


Fresh Relevance is the comprehensive personalization 

platform for digital marketers that drives revenue 

and loyalty by delivering a targeted cross-channel 

customer experience. Powered by real-time data, 

Fresh Relevance seamlessly works with the existing 

martech stack, unifies siloed data and tracks all 

customer behavior to provide unique, actionable 

insights into each shopper. 

Using machine learning, the platform helps select the 

most relevant tactics to guide customers along their 

journey across channels and devices. The platform’s 

range of digital marketing tools is unrivalled and 

includes personalization, recommendations, triggered 

messages, dynamic contextual emails, social proof, 

campaign testing and reporting. 

www.freshrelevance.com

hello@freshrelevance.com

@FreshRelevance

Our job is to make you 
awesome at yours

Feeling inspired to optimize your own customer journey with personalization?

With Fresh Relevance, personalizing the customer journey is easy. Our range of 

digital marketing tools helps you convert more visitors into customers by delivering 

a personalized cross-channel customer experience based on customer behavior and 

interactions across email, website, mobile and app. 

The numbers speak for themselves - clients who use Fresh Relevance’s personalization 

functionality see 25% of their eCommerce sales influenced by it. 

request a demo

Find out how Fresh Relevance 

could help you convert more 

new visitors into customers. 

http://www.freshrelevance.com
http://www.freshrelevance.com
mailto:hello%40freshrelevance.com?subject=
https://twitter.com/FreshRelevance
http://www.twitter.com/freshrelevance
http://www.freshrelevance.com
https://www.freshrelevance.com/resources/real-time-marketing-report-for-q4-2019
https://www.freshrelevance.com/book-demo
https://www.freshrelevance.com/book-demo

